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kruze
designed by David Fox



Displaying a presence and panache that 
belies its versatility, the relaxed, smooth 
flowing forms of Kruze ensure this 
product’s ability to compliment a wide 
range of environments.

The Kruze seating range consists of a chair 
which can be specified with either a recycled 
aluminium 4-star base or a four-legged 
frame and a stool which can be specified 
with or without a back on a polished four-
legged frame.



The success of the Kruze range is 
largely due to the versatility that it offers 
the specifier. Chairs and stools can be 
supplied in any combination of fabrics, 
leathers, show-wood veneers, laminates

and coloured polyurethane lacquered 
finishes. This ensures that the designer 
can maximise the impact of the product 
by reflecting the environment in which it 
will be used.

Fully upholstered in Designtex fabric Black american walnut veneer with 
leather interior

Fully upholstered in Elmosoft leather



We hold stock of upholstery quality 
and black american walnut veneered 
form plys which can be supplied on our 
standard lead time at the prices stated 
in our price list. All other finishes will be 
subject to a price and lead time that will 
be quoted on application.

Black american walnut veneer with 
leather interior

High-gloss polyurethane lacquer with 
leather interior

Satin polyurethane lacquer with leather 
interior





At Boss Design we recognise the 
importance of continually refreshing 
our range of colours and finishes in 
order to ensure that our products reflect 
the environments for which they are 
specified.

In response to the drive towards 
high-gloss and metallic surfaces in 
contemporary architectural and interior 
schemes we have expanded the range 
of options available on Kruze to include 
a comprehensive range of coloured 

polyurethane lacquered finishes.

Unsatisfied with the durability of the high-
gloss finishes we tested which are readily 
available within the furniture industry, 
we turned our attention to those used by 
the high-end automotive manufacturers 
like Mercedes, BMW and Audi. This has 
allowed us to achieve a smooth and 
consistent finish with a deep and lasting 
lustre, however just as with the paint on 
your own car it will still scratch and chip 
if it is subjected to impacts, especially 

around the edges.

If you order Kruze chairs with the high-
gloss finishes your products will be 
cleaned and keenly inspected before 
leaving our factory in robust individual 
boxes to avoid any possible damage that 
could occur in transit.

Boss Design will not be held responsible 
for any damage caused to these shells 
in use.

lacquered finishes





We hold stock of upholstery quality 
and black american walnut veneered 
form plys which can be supplied on our 
standard lead time at the prices stated 
in our price list. All other finishes will be 
subject to a price and lead time that will 
be quoted on application.



The Kruze tables are available in three 
heights: 400mm (Coffee table), 720mm 
(Meeting table) and 950mm (Poseur table).

kruze table program





Our standard sizes are 800mm diameter 
and 800mm square. We supply white 
laminate tops with either black, white  
or clear lacquered MDF edges.

kruze table program



A wide array of veneers are available with 
either a matching solid-wood lipped or 
clear lacquered MDF edge. The images 
above show white beech and black 
american walnut.

Glass tops are only available as 800mm 
diameter and can be specified in either a 
clear or sandblasted finish.

If your requirements are not met by our 
standard range of finishes we will be 
happy to discuss bespoke options on  
an extended lead time.





kruze

Options

The Kruze seating range consists of a chair which can be specified with either a 
recycled cast aluminium 4-star base or a four-legged frame and a stool which can 
be specified with or without a back but is always supplied on a polished four-legged 
frame.

Chairs and stools can be supplied in any combination of fabrics, leathers, show-wood  
veneers, laminates and coloured polyurethane lacquered finishes. 

We hold stock of upholstery quality and black american walnut veneered form plys 
which can be supplied on our standard lead time at the prices stated in our price 
list. All other finishes will be subject to a price and lead time that will be quoted on 
application.
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